
Fusing contemporary luxury with imitable elegance, Divani Caravel is a
stunning hotel located in one of the city’s most vibrant neighborhoods. An
upscale style with elegant city living, the stylish décor, excellent facilities and
fantastic service create a first-class experience. Located just minutes away
from constitution square, just a short walk from fashionable “Kolonaki” with
its boutiques and famous cafés and restaurants as well as all the major
cultural points, the hotel is the ideal base from which to visit the key
attractions of this beautiful historic city.

The 427 beautifully designed rooms combine luxurious elements with
intelligent design and superb technology to make guests’ stay one to
remember.
The 44 suites are the epitome of refined luxury, combining modern design
with classical elements and sweeping views of the city skyline. The suites
have proudly served as a home away from home for royalty, world leaders
and numerous celebrities.

On the 9th floor guests will find the oasis of the Peak Health Club & SPA. An
urban refuge has been designed, transporting guests far away from the
stress of the city. One simply needs to walk through the door to discover a
soothing heaven where one will be refreshed and revitalized.

For a rare combination of traditional Greek tastes and inventive cuisine,
tempting cocktails and chic surroundings, guests can choose a signature
dining experience at JuJu Bar Restaurant, where a vibrant menu and
atmosphere create memorablemoments.

Divani Caravel offers unparalleled business & Meeting services. With 4.000
sq.m. of fully renovated meeting space and a team of dedicated staff that
will help execute the perfect event, with its success guaranteed regardless
of the number of participants.
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